
LECTURE I

-

· Big data.
(a) Horations (data points)

-> big

(a) tosions (parameters) -> big

· Examples:
-

1. Income of Kyiv population
=3,000,000 observations, dimension: 1.

2. Images of people on
FB

each observation = 100x100 image

Each pixel = dimension -> Edimension = 10
HD
.

3 other UD examples: text, sound; video;
genome;

medical history;
chess games.

calObservation; it is exponentially harder

to deal with large of dimensionsI than withofobservationsasial statistics, probabilityh (rice limit has?

MDS, EP (new)

- In



WHY exponentially harder? Example:

*

tismovevaaleSametheenterfirs
· If d = 1: we the grid TITTIE Riemann sum

xxc Xy .... Xn
<X
E

Sf(x)dx=f(xi). resolution---> n =1 pts.
20,13d

· If d = 2: same ⑨
·o.zn=(Y)

-

ps

c

· For generald, N= (x)
"

pts.

Exponential in d-too large.
-.

=>complexity of many cely's is exponential in dimension
-

· There is too much room in U.D.'s;

=
volume= 1 vocome=@!

n

SEOF DIMENSIONALITY"
1
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Pfor rescue: method

· Instead of choosing X on the grid,
d

independently, uniformly in (0.1)choose thematadom C
d

*

-aeiid.vi'so Ef(xiEbidinarecog:
④pectation of a r*X

with density p(x):

#x =Jx.p(x) are (def)
-N -

Moregenerally,
Ef(x) =f(x)p(x)d

More generally, if X is a random vector in 1.",I
Will

#f(x)= nf(x)p(x)
dr I@rrance of av.xX:

Var(x) =(X -EX)
-

③
#
rity: (a) E(X,+... + Xn)

=EX,+...
+ EX-

(6) If X:
are independent,

-

Var(xz+-+Xn) =Vc(x)z...
+Va(x)

otoflarge numbers (SLIN):
If X, X, X2. ... are independent

and identically
distributed (iid) random variables, then

↓X-* almost surely (as
#
i.e. with probability:1.
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In our situation,

· E(E,f(x)] =+*Ef(xi)
= Ef(x)

n =
1
If(x) by identical distribution d

-of(x) plan do, where density P(x) =heseo
Luniform distribution)

FS,df(x)dx.
⑳

·weareanunfiasedestimatorof
the fogline

·Rate of convergence? ("error:
2

IE(Ef(x) - Sf(x)dm)
=Var(tf(x)

C

-

# 13

Ez
2

n
2+ErrtciFCAretribution
-> e.g. if If(ui1

Un

·Taking square
root expected errors

regatodimension 16 O
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